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Abstract
Many content-based recommendation approaches are based on a dis-
similarity measure based on the product attributes. In this paper, we
evaluate four dissimilarity measures for product recommendation using
an online survey. In this survey, we asked users to specify which prod-
ucts they considered to be relevant recommendations given a reference
product. We used microwave ovens as product category. Based on these
responses, we create a relative relevance matrix we use to evaluate the
dissimilarity measures with. Also, we use this matrix to estimate weights
to be used in the dissimilarity measures. In this way, we evaluate four
dissimilarity measures: the Euclidean Distance, the Hamming Distance,
the Heterogeneous Euclidean-Overlap Metric, and the Adapted Gower
Coefficient.
The evaluation shows that these weights improve recommendation per-
formance. Furthermore, the experiments indicate that when recommend-
ing a single product, the Heterogeneous Euclidean-Overlap Metric should
be used and when recommending more than one product the Adapted
Gower Coefficient is the best alternative. Finally, we compare these
dissimilarity measures with a collaborative method and show that this
method performs worse than the dissimilarity based approaches.
Key words: Dissimilarity, Case-Based Recommendation, Evaluation,
Weight Estimation.
1 Introduction
A wide variety of approaches has been proposed during the last decade to recom-
mend products from a product catalog to users. These approaches are known as
recommender systems [24]. In general, three different types of recommender sys-
tems are distinguished [2]: Collaborative, content-based, and hybrid methods.
Collaborative filtering recommends products based on similarity of the user’s
taste with the taste of other users. In contrast, content-based methods use
∗Corresponding author. E-mail: kagie@ese.eur.nl
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characteristics of products to base their recommendations on. Hybrid methods
combine both approaches.
Although collaborative methods are more popular, content-based methods
are far more useful in certain electronic commerce domains, such as consumer
electronics and other durable goods. In these domains, not only products can
be described by a well defined set of product characteristics, but there is also
only limited user preference data available, since people buy these products
infrequently.
On the basis of a large group of these content-based methods, the case-based
methods [19, 20] lies some measure of dissimilarity between products and/or
products and queries. In this paper, we will evaluate a number of state-of-the-
art case-based dissimilarity concepts using a novel evaluation method based on
an online survey. In this survey, people were asked to select relevant recom-
mendations given a reference product. Based on the responses, we could deter-
mine which products users considered to be the most relevant recommendations
given a reference product. We define a measure, called mean average relative
relevance (MARR), to evaluate recommendation lists produced by some dissim-
ilarity measure, which measures the relevance of the recommendations provided
by this dissimilarity measure. Also, we use the relevance of recommendations
to estimate weights in the dissimilarity measure to improve performance of the
dissimilarity measures.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
discuss some work related to this paper. Then, in Section 3 we introduce the
dissimilarity measures evaluated in this paper and, in Section 3.5, we discuss
the way we determine optimal weights for these measures. In Section 4, we
introduce the survey setup and the MARR measure and apply these to evaluate
the dissimilarity measures on a product catalog of microwave ovens in Section
5. Finally, we draw conclusions and give directions for future research.
2 Related Work
As mentioned in the introduction, there exist three types of recommender sys-
tems [2]: Collaborative filtering [10], content-based recommendation [22], and
hybrid recommendation [8], combining these two approaches.
Collaborative filtering is the most popular recommendation method both
in science and industry (for example, Amazon.com uses collaborative filtering
to provide recommendations [18]). In collaborative filtering, recommendation
is based on similarity in taste between users. To measure taste, this kind of
systems collect ratings of products by users. These ratings can be explicitly been
given by the users or implicit ratings based on, for example, surfing behavior.
Many collaborative filtering approaches, the so-called memory based methods
[2, 6], use a similarity measure between users [23] or products [27] to provide
recommendations. Hence, no product characteristics are used.
In contrast, content-based methods (and knowledge-based methods [7]) use
the characteristics of the products in the computation of their recommenda-
tions. In fact, content-based methods recommend products that are similar
to the products a users liked in the past. How this is actually done, depends
heavily on the kind of data available. When there is a quite large user history
available containing both possitive (liked) as negative (disliked) examples and
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the products have structured attributes, almost every machine learning algo-
rithm could be used to provide the recommendations [22], such as decision trees
[16], nearest neighbor [4], and naive Bayes [21].
However, often only positive examples are available, such as viewed prod-
ucts or bought products. In such circumstances, the use of machine learning
techniques is more problematic and products most similar to products seen or
bought in the past are recommended. For this purpose, a (dis)similarity mea-
sure is needed. This approach is known as case-based recommendation [20],
since these systems are based on methodology from case-based reasoning [1].
Also, in case-based reasoning similarity plays a key role and a lot of different
(dis)similarity measures where proposed and used in that field (for an overview,
see [17]). Of these, Euclidean and Hamming distance are the most widely used
[17] and, therefore, these measures are incorporated in our study as benchmark
measures.
Commercial product catalogs demand some specific properties from the dis-
similarity measure used. Not only are products in these databases specified by
attributes of different types (numerical, categorical), but often there is also a lot
of missing data. Two dissimilarity measures that both deal with these aspects
and were recently proposed in the recommender system literature are considered
in this paper. The Heterogeneous Euclidean-Overlap Metric [30] that has been
used in recommender system applications in [3, 25, 26] can handle numerical
and categorical attributes and missing values. The Adapted Gower Coefficient
[14] can also handle these, but also supports multi-valued categorical attributes.
Most of the time, users do not consider all attributes of a product to be
equally important while making a purchase decision. For instance, in the case
of MP3 players brand is an important characteristic users generally base their
decisions on, while the signal-to-noise ratio is unimportant for most users. To
overcome this, weights can be incorporated in the dissimilarity measure. Al-
though weights are generally specified by experts, some work has been done on
recommender systems that automatically learn these weights user specifically,
such as [3, 5, 9, 28]. Often, these user specific approaches are based on weighting
approaches originating from case-based reasoning [29].
All these approaches assume that the user gives the system time to let it
learn his/her preferences in one or more sessions. However, in domains such
as consumer electronics this is not the case. In [13] and [15], we proposed
two methods to derive weights using product popularity, for example, measured
as sales of a product. Although evaluations [15] showed that these kinds of
weighting may improve recommendation performance, it was not clear which
method performed best. The methods have the advantage that they only rely
on some measure of product popularity to determine attribute weights and are
able to handle missing values. In this paper, we introduce another approach,
which uses the recommendation relevance matrix to estimate these weights as
is discussed in Section 3.5.
Although, as stated earlier, a lot of dissimilarity approaches exist in case-
based reasoning and recommender systems literature, we are unaware of an
evaluation comparing these dissimilarity measures on real commercial data sets.
Herlocker et al.[12] evaluated different kinds of collaborative filtering algorithms
on the well-known MovieLens data set. However, since they did not con-
sider product characteristics, also content-based approaches were not evaluated.
Zanker et al. [31], on the other hand, compared some knowledge-based, collabo-
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rative filtering, and one content-based method on a commercial catalog contain-
ing cigars. However, this evaluation was entirely based on clickstream analysis,
which has the disadvantage that it is unclear how to distinguish between user
preferences and the website structure.
3 Dissimilarity Measures
In this section, we discuss the dissimilarity measures that are evaluated in this
paper. To this end, we introduce the following notation. Consider a product
catalog, which contains n products having K attributes {(xi1, xi2, . . . , xiK)}n1 .
In the electronic commerce domain, these attributes may have mixed types,
that is, the attributes can be, for example, numerical, binary, or categorical.
Furthermore, we introduce weights wk for the different attributes, such that
attributes that are considered important can be given a higher weight. Finally,
we will use δij as dissimilarity between items i and j respectively. In some cases,
the dissimilarity measure consists of different dissimilarity scores for different
attributes, which are denoted by δijk.
In the remaining of the section, we introduce the dissimilarity measures
considered in this paper, that are, the Euclidean Distance, the Hamming Dis-
tance, the Heterogeneous Euclidean-Overlap Metric, and the Adapted Gower
Coefficient. Since we will not consider missing values in this paper, we do not
describe the way they handle missing values here, although both the Heteroge-
neous Euclidean-Overlap Metric and the Adapted Gower Coefficient originally
have built-in ways to handle missing values (see [14, 30]).
3.1 Euclidean Distance
Probably, the best known dissimilarity measure is the Euclidean Distance.
When we assume that all attributes are numerical, we can define the Euclidean
Distance as
δij =
√√√√ K∑
k=1
(xik − xjk)2 . (1)
However, in this form, the measure is very sensitive to the scale of the different
attributes. Therefore, attributes should be normalized first. The most natural
way to do this is by computing Z-scores
zik =
xik − µk
σk
, (2)
where µk and σk are the mean and standard deviation of attribute k respectively.
The most common way to include (multi-valued) categorical attributes in
the Euclidean Distance is by representing every category by a dummy variable.
Also, these dummy variables should be normalized to Z-scores. However, to
ensure that categorical attributes with a lot of categories will not dominate the
dissimilarity, these attributes are normalized. When we define (xik1, . . . , xikLk)
as the Lk dummies that describe attribute k for product i (note that Lk = 1
for numerical attributes) and incorporate weights wk, the normalized Euclidean
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Distance is defined as
δij =
√√√√ K∑
k=1
(
wkL
−1
k
Lk∑
`=1
(
xik` − xjk`
σk`
)2)
. (3)
Note that we can rewrite the Euclidean Distance in terms of dissimilarity scores
in the following way
δij =
K∑
k=1
wkδijk (4)
δijk = L−1k
Lk∑
`=1
(
xik` − xjk`
σk`
)2
(5)
3.2 Hamming Distance
On the other hand, when one only has categorical attributes, the Hamming
Distance is the best known option. The Hamming Distance is defined as
δij =
K∑
k=1
wk1(xik 6= xjk) , (6)
where 1() is the indicator function returning a value of 1 when the condition
is true and 0 otherwise. Hence, the Hamming Distance counts the number of
attributes on which both products disagree. Incorporating numerical attributes
directly into this Hamming Distance is therefore not always a good idea, since
two numerical values will almost always be unequal to each other. A solution for
this might be to discretize the numerical attribute by creating bins containing
an equal portion of products. Note that information is lost in this way, since the
distance between two bins can only be 0 or 1. However, in paper we consider
the Hamming Distance in its most simple form.
Both the Euclidean and Hamming Distance are used as simple reference
measures with which we will compare the more complex measures discussed
later.
3.3 Heterogeneous Euclidean-Overlap Metric
The Heterogeneous Euclidean-Overlap Metric (HEOM) [30] has been used in a
recommender system setting in [3, 25, 26]. HEOM computes the dissimilarity
scores for categorical and numerical attributes in two different ways.
The dissimilarity score for numerical attributes is computed using
δijk =
|xik − xjk|
max(xk)−min(xk) , (7)
where min(xk) and max(xk) are the minimum and maximum value of attribute
k in the catalog, such that δijk is always in between 0 and 1.
For categorical attributes the overlap is computed, as is done by the Ham-
ming Distance
δijk = 1(xik 6= xjk) . (8)
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Finally, the dissimilarity scores are combined
δij =
√√√√ K∑
k=1
wkδ2ijk . (9)
Since HEOM does not have a built-in way to handle multi-valued categorical
attributes, these are treated as regular categorical attributes, where each unique
combinations of values is treated as a category.
3.4 Adapted Gower Coefficient
The Adapted Gower Coefficient (AGC), introduced in [14] as an adaptation
of the General Coefficient of Similarity proposed by Gower [11], is, similar to
HEOM, also based on different specifications of dissimilarity scores for different
types of attributes. Both measures mainly differ in the way how dissimilarity
scores are normalized.
For numerical attributes the dissimilarity score is computed in the following
way in the AGC framework
δijk =
|xik − xjk|
((n2 − n)/2)−1∑i<j |xik − xjk| , (10)
which is based on the absolute distance normalized in such a way that the
dissimilarity scores have an average of 1 in the product catalog for each attribute
k. For categorical attributes, the same approach has been followed, only now
using the overlap metric
δijk =
1(xik 6= xjk)
((n2 − n)/2)−1∑i<j 1(xik 6= xjk) . (11)
To be able to handle multi-valued categorical attributes in the AGC frame-
work, we use the approach introduced in [13], which assumes that two products
are identical on a multi-valued categorical attribute, when they share exactly
the same values. So, in AGC the dissimilarity score for a multi-valued categor-
ical attribute is determined by counting the number of values that only one of
the products has. More formally, the dissimilarity score δijk for multi-valued
categorical attributes is defined as
δijk =
|xik∆xjk|
((n2 − n)/2)−1∑i<j |xik∆xjk| , (12)
where both xik and xjk are sets of values and ∆ is the symmetric difference set
operator.
Finally, the dissimilarity scores are combined as follows
δij =
√√√√ K∑
k=1
wkδijk . (13)
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3.5 Estimation of Weights
An important issue in attribute-based dissimilarity measures is the weighting of
attributes. In most domains, users do not consider all attributes to be equally
important and, therefore, giving all attributes an equal weight will not provide
recommendations that are considered to be the best by users. A possible solution
is asking the users to specify these weights. However, users will do this without
taking into account specific issues of the dissimilarity measure used.
In our user experiment described in the next section, we create a relative
relevance matrix R in which rij describes how relevant product j is as a recom-
mendation when looking at reference product i, where a value of 0 means that
j is considered by no one to be relevant and a value of 1 means that everyone
considered j to be relevant. Good recommendations are recommendations con-
sidered to be relevant by many users and, therefore, this matrix can be seen as
an ideally specified similarity matrix. In other words, a similarity matrix pro-
viding the best recommendations is a similarity matrix that is (almost) identical
to R.
We can use this idea to estimate attribute weights in the following way. Since,
we use dissimilarity measures and not similarity measures we first transform the
relevative relevances in R to a measure of dissimilarity, that is, we introduce
the optimal dissimilarities δ∗ij = 1− rij . We are interested in finding weights wk
that combined with dissimilarity scores δijk provided by one of the dissimilarity
measures discussed the previous section lead to dissimilarities best matching
the optimal dissimilarities δ∗ij . When having a dissimilarity measure for which
it holds that
δij =
K∑
k=1
wkδijk (14)
we can estimate these weights using ordinary least squares regression. We first
collect all nondiagonal elements of the optimal dissimilarity matrix in a (n2 −
n)-length vector o. Correspondingly, we create for all attributes such vectors
consisting of dissimilarity scores and combine these vectors in (n2−n)×K matrix
D. Hence, a row of D contains dissimilarity scores δijk for a certain attribute
k between all pairs ij. Regression coefficients b can then be determined using
b = (D′D)−1Do . (15)
For ease of interpretability we can transform these regression coefficients such
that they sum up to one (without changing performance of the dissimilarity
measure in our evaluation)
wk =
bk∑K
k′=1 b
′
k
. (16)
However, not all dissimilarity measures used in this paper are in the form of
(14). In such cases transformations are necessary. For HEOM, for example, we
define D to contain the squared dissimilarity scores to match (9). Since also a
square root is taken in (9), we let also o contain the squared optimal dissimilar-
ities. The latter is also done for the Euclidean distance and the Adapted Gower
Coefficient.
Note that weights can also become negative in this procedure, which may
be counterintuitive. Therefore, it might be the case that better weights are
obtained when using nonnegative least squares.
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Table 1: Characteristics of the seven attributes for the 25 selected microwave
ovens
Numerical Attributes
Name Mean Standard Deviation Minimum Maximum
Price (€) 606.82 455.87 134 1988
Volume (liters) 36.68 7.72 24 50
Max. Power (Watt) 906.00 50.67 800 1000
Categorical Attributes
Name Values (number of occurrences)
Brand Siemens (8), Sharp (5), Whirlpool (4), Samsung (3), and 5 other brands (5)
Type Combi (23), Combi with Steam (2)
Model Built-In (15), Countertop (10)
Multi-Valued Categorical Attributes
Name Values (number of occurrences)
Color Steel Grey (16), Aluminium (3), Silver (3), White (3), and 2 other colors (2)
4 Evaluation Methodology
In contrast to other evaluation studies of recommender systems, our approach is
not based on user behavior on a website, but on an online survey we conducted.
People were asked to participate in this survey via the Vergelijk.nl newsletter.
Vergelijk.nl is one of the leading price comparison sites in the Netherlands. In
total, 70 people completed the survey.
In the survey, we used a product catalog of microwave ovens provided by
Compare Group, the owner of Vergelijk.nl. This catalog consists of 236 mi-
crowave ovens described by 30 attributes. However, we have decided to use only
the 25 most popular microwave ovens available in this product catalog, such
that we have observations for each reference/suggestion combination. Also, we
showed only seven attributes to the users (the attributes having no missing
values in the complete product catalog) and, therefore, only use these seven
attributes in our evaluation. Characteristics of these attributes in the selected
data set are shown in Table 1.
In this survey, we presented the respondents three times a reference product,
which they were asked to consider as the product they were looking at right now
on some website. On the same page we presented them six randomly selected
products, which they should consider as possible recommendations given that
they were looking at the reference product. Then, respondents were asked to
select the products they considered to be relevant recommendations. In total,
respondents were given three different reference products and for each of these
reference products we gave them twelve possible recommendations. Both the
reference products and possible recommendations were selected at random. At
the end of the survey, we also asked the users how important they found these
seven attributes on a 5 point scale.
4.1 Mean Average Relative Relevance
We created two matrices based on the results from the survey. In the first
matrix A we counted for each product j how often it was considered to be
relevant given that product i was the reference product. For the second matrix
B we counted for each product j how often it was shown to respondents given
that product i was the reference product. Given these two matrices, we can
compute the relative relevance matrix R by computing rij = aij/bij for every
pair ij. Note that R is a 25× 25 matrix of which the diagonal does not contain
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Top 1 3 5 10
ED 0.573 0.542 0.498 0.409
HD 0.656 0.557 0.479 0.402
HEOM 0.632 0.548 0.493 0.419
AGC 0.557 0.550 0.524 0.431
Figure 1: MARR of the four dissimilarity measures using equal attribute
weights.
relevant data, since a reference product cannot be a relevant recommendation
for itself.
This matrix R can be used to evaluate a dissimilarity measure in the follow-
ing way. First we compute dissimilarity matrix ∆ using the same products as
in R and the dissimilarity measure of our choice. Given this matrix ∆ we can
determine for each reference product i a ranking of recommended products by
sorting row i of ∆. Let vector r∗i be the 24× 1 vector of relative relevances for
reference product i ordered according to the ranking defined by ∆. Then, we
can compute for a given number of recommendations (a Top M) a measure we
call the mean average relative relevance (MARR) in the following way
MARRM =
1
nM
n∑
i=1
M∑
m=1
r∗im (17)
=
1
nM
I∑
i=1
M∑
m=1
ai,ψi(m)
bi,ψi(m)
,
where ψi(m) is the column index of the m-th smallest dissimilarity in row i
of dissimilarity matrix ∆ excluding element ii. So, for each product i, the
average relative relevance is computed over the M products that rank highest
in similarity with product i according to the dissimilarity measure we want
to evaluate. Note that the matrix R in our experiment (using 25 products
and having 70 respondents) is based on, on average, 4.2 reference/suggestions
combinations per cell.
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Top 1 3 5 10
ED 0.555 0.511 0.496 0.391
HD 0.656 0.557 0.479 0.402
HEOM 0.640 0.545 0.489 0.425
AGC 0.612 0.580 0.541 0.460
Figure 2: MARR of the four dissimilarity measures normalized on the complete
product catalog and using equal attribute weights.
5 Evaluation Results
We have used the MARR measure to evaluate the performance of the dissimilar-
ity measures and show results of an evaluation using equal weights in Figure 1.
Normalization of the dissimilarity measures was done only using the 25 selected
products.
In this figure and during the remainder of this paper, we use the following
abbreviations: ED for the Euclidean Distance, HD for the Hamming Distance,
HEOM for the Heterogeneous Euclidean Overlap Measure, and AGC for the
Adapted Gower Coefficient.
These results show that when only recommending a single product the Ham-
ming distance provides the most relevant recommendations. Conversely, AGC
performs poor when recommending a single product, but performs best when
recommending a group of 5 or more products.
All dissimilarity measures except for the HD use some form of normalization,
namely the Z-scores in the EC, the division by range for numerical attributes
in HEOM, and the normalization of dissimilarity scores in the AGC measure.
Since the selection of the 25 microwave ovens is based on product popularity,
these microwave ovens are not a representative selection for the complete prod-
uct catalog and, therefore, performance of these dissimilarity measures may be
improved when normalizing over the complete product catalog. MARR results
using normalization and equal weights are shown in Figure 2. Note that the
HD used here is identical to the one used before, since no normalization is re-
quired to compute the HD. The normalization based on the complete data set
is beneficial to AGC, although it does still worse than HD and HEOM when
recommending only a single product. For HEOM there is not much difference
in results and normalization based on the complete product catalog seriously
weakens performance for ED. Since normalizing on the complete data set seems
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Top 1 3 5 10
ED 0.573 0.553 0.513 0.408
HD 0.622 0.529 0.469 0.413
HEOM 0.618 0.543 0.507 0.430
AGC 0.612 0.586 0.543 0.459
Figure 3: MARR of the four dissimilarity measures using average attribute
importance given by respondents as attribute weights.
to be beneficial to AGC, we use this approach for this dissimilarity measure in
the remainder of the paper. The other dissimilarity measures are normalized on
the 25 selected products.
5.1 Evaluating Attribute Weights
Until now, we analyzed the dissimilarity measures assuming that all attributes
are considered to be equally important by users. However, in the survey we also
asked the respondents how important they found the attributes used in this
study. When use the average importance stated by users to determine weights,
we get the weights shown in the column named Importance in Table 2. Using
these weights in combination with the four dissimilarity measures, we get the
results shown in Figure 3.
Using these weights leads to small improvements of performance for ED and
AGC, while the results for the other two dissimilarity measures are worse than
when using equal weights. We see three possible reasons why using these weights
does not work very well. The first reason might be that respondents act different
than they think they do, that is, although they say some attribute is quite
important, they do not actually use this attribute in determining why a product
is relevant or not. Second, respondents might normalize attributes differently
than the dissimilarity measures do, which might lead to wrong weights. Third,
since all importances are relatively close to each other, the weighting used might
not be strong enough and better results might be obtained by, for instance, using
the squared importance as weight.
In Section 3.5, we discussed how we could estimate weights that are optimal
given the relative relevance matrix and the dissimilarity scores provided by
a dissimilarity measure. Table 2 shows these weights that resulted from this
method for the four dissimilarity measures. As can be seen these weights differ
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Table 2: Optimal attribute weights for the four dissimilarity measures. The col-
umn Importance shows the normalized weights based on the average importance
stated by users in the survey.
Attribute Importance ED HD HEOM AGC
Price 0.166 0.094 0.330 0.087 0.145
Volume 0.158 0.207 0.236 0.421 0.357
Max. Power 0.165 0.038 0.059 0.034 -0.056
Brand 0.124 0.233 0.089 0.112 0.138
Type 0.127 0.002 -0.071 -0.008 0.001
Model 0.138 0.236 0.285 0.296 0.326
Color 0.120 0.190 0.072 0.059 0.089
Top 1 3 5 10
ED 0.641 0.560 0.500 0.435
HD 0.628 0.541 0.481 0.438
HEOM 0.672 0.582 0.516 0.450
AGC 0.638 0.584 0.546 0.459
Figure 4: MARR of the four dissimilarity measures using optimal attribute
weights.
quite a lot from the weights given by users and among the dissimilarity measures.
For example, Max. Power was according to the users one of the most important
attributes, while it has received very low weights for all dissimilarity measures. A
reason might be, that the 25 selected microwave ovens do not differ much on their
maximum power, which also holds for their type. On the other hand, Volume
and Model are attributes that received very high weights for all dissimilarity
measures.
Figure 4 shows the performance of the dissimilarities using these optimal
weights. Except for the Hamming Distance all dissimilarity measures show an
improvement. When recommending a single product HEOM performs best,
while when recommending three products HEOM, and AGC show similar per-
formance. If one wants to recommend more than three products AGC outper-
forms HEOM and this measure should be preferred. It is remarkable that the
Euclidean distance seems to benefit most from the optimal weighting procedure.
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Top 1 3 5 10
CO 0.526 0.498 0.465 0.413
Figure 5: MARR of the recommendation approach based on co-occurrences
(CO). MARR of other dissimilarity measures is equal to the ones shown in
Figure 4.
5.2 Comparison with Collaborative Method
Both in science and practice, collaborative recommendation methods [10], are
more popular than content-based methods. Main advantage of these methods
is that they only rely on co-occurrences (such as co-purchases and co-viewings)
and, thus, no specific product data or domain knowledge is required. On the
other hand, collaborative methods have two limitations in recommendation of
durable goods. First, collaborative methods lack the ability to recommend new
or recently introduced products, since no or insufficient data is available in such
cases. Second, they can only recommend products given a product available
in the product catalog and not based on an ideal product specification or a
search query specified by the users. Case-based approaches do not have these
limitations.
We compared the dissimilarity measures with a simple approach to collabo-
rative filtering. In a clicksteam log of the Vergelijk.nl website of the period July
15 until September 15, 2007, we counted co-occurrences of the 25 microwave
ovens. A co-occurrence is defined as a session in which of both microwave ovens
the details page was visited. When a reference product is given, we simply or-
der the products on the number of co-occurrences with this reference product
to retrieve a recommendations list. Based on these recommendation lists, we
can compute the MARR.
We compared the co-occurrence approach to the dissimilarity measures us-
ing optimal weights in Figure 5. As can be seen in this plot, the co-occurrence
approach performs much worse than these, but also all other, dissimilarity mea-
sure based approaches. It seems that counting co-occurrences of products in
sessions on a website is not a good method for providing relevant recommen-
dation. A reason for this might be that co-occurrences might for a substantial
part be determined by the structure of the website. Products located just above
or below the reference product have a larger probability to co-occur with this
product, although they might be quite different.
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6 Conclusions
In this paper, we evaluated four dissimilarity measures based on an online survey
in which we asked people to select relevant recommendations given a reference
product. Based on the survey responses, we created a relative relevance matrix
and used this matrix to compute the mean average relative relevance (MARR)
of recommendation lists of four dissimilarity measures.
We used a selection of 25 microwave ovens and seven attributes from a
microwave oven product catalog in our evaluation. When we considered all
attributes to be equally important, the Hamming Distance performed best when
a single recommendation was evaluated. For top 3’s and higher, the Adapted
Gower Coefficient is the best alternative. We also evaluated the dissimilarity
measures using weights based on the average importance of attributes as stated
by the respondents. This did not lead to much better results.
Also, another weighting approach was evaluated, in which the weights were
determined using linear regression based on dissimilarity scores and the relative
relevance matrix. Weights derived using this method differed quite a lot from the
weights specified by the respondents. This may be the case due to the selected
products, which might have some bias, but also due to the specific properties of
the dissimilarity measures, which are unknown to the respondents. Using these
weights, performance of three of the four dissimilarity measures was improved.
When recommending a single product, the Heterogeneous Euclidean-Overlap
Metric performed best and we advise to use this measure for this purpose. If
one would like to recommend more than a single product, the Adapted Gower
Coefficient should be preferred. Finally, we showed that all these dissimilarity
approaches outperform a simple collaborative filtering approach.
Future research should focus on validating these results on other product
catalogs and in more complex situations. We limited the number of attributes
and number of products. Although this makes the tasks given to respondents
manageable and it is more easy to fill the relative relevance matrix, this is not
a real life situation. Also, missing values were not considered in this study.
Another challenge is to collect this kind of data in an operational recommender
system. Nevertheless, we showed in this paper a new promising evaluation
approach for recommender systems that is independent of the website structure.
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